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The general question of rationality has changed from the old-fashioned difference

of means and ends to the modem difference of system and environment (Luhmann

1968). Organizations as social systems producing and reproducing decisions

translate this difference into the difference of stability and variety. The question

then is: In which way can the difference between stability and variety express

rationality?

I start with a problem exposition inspired by the works of March and Olsen.

These autors argue (1995), that organizations (besides individuals and intitutions)

tend to failure traps or to success traps. Failure traps result from rapid

experimentation (that is variety) without reference to stability demands, like solid

competence with a single alternative. Nick Leeson and the Barings Bank may

serve as an example. Success traps result from further improvements of known

competencies (that is stability) without reference to environmental variety, like

preference change. The german atomic -safety policy with its increasing burden of

political conflict may serve as an example. Success traps are built on exploitation:

,,Forms and practices that increase exploitation (e.g., centralization, party

discipline, tightly coupled bureaucratization, shared cultures and languages)

militate against exploration" (214). On the other hand, failure traps are built on

exploration: ,,Forms and practices that increase exploration (e.g., decentralization,
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coalition governments, loose coupling, diverse cultures and languages) militate

against exploitation" (215).

Both, failure traps and success traps, narrow the options of an organization

for future development. In this sense, both types of system behavior are irrational.

Rational would be avoidance of both traps, which means some balance between

exploitation and exploration or between stability and variety. In the terms of

March and Olsen: ,,The long-run adaptiveness of political institutions will

frequently be improved by decreasing the rate of experimentation in the face of

failure (...) and increasing the rate of experimentation in the face of success (...)"

(218). March and Olsen recommend several components for facilitating

experimentation', because they think that inhibiting experimentation is the more

serious problem. In a sense they trust long-run effects of learning and discuss

supportive mechanisms, e.g., increasing the activity level of learning by decreasing

its rate (by ignorance, patience and accounts). They circumvent the problem of

balance, because it seems too difficult to define an an optimal one. I agree, but I

think it is worth thinking about balancing, at least when problems of optimality are

ignored. I shall refer to the problems of learning with respect to avoiding traps and

to the problems of balancing differences.

A prominent example for these problems are so-called ,high-reliability

organization' in air traffic control, atomic energy or high-velocity transportation

like the german ICE or the french TGV. These systems cannot reach some balance

between success and failure by long-run learning effects. They have to take

responsibility for that balance in the short-run and on the basis of only minor

failures. Major failures would produce higher costs (catastrophe) than experiential

advantages. This perspective calls for reasoning on problems of simultaneity of

exploitation and exploration. Todd LaPorte has specified these problems for .high-

reliability organizations' by a kind of research-frame, which refers to that balance

as ,,Working in Practice But Not in Theory" (1991). I think, we will meet this

constellation more often when the stakes of organizing are connected to coping

with risk. Especially when the possibility of some kind of catastrophic event is

present. In these cases the question of rationality is so urgent that long-run effects

of learning by trial and error will not be accepted. Only some kind of emergent
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rationality will meet acceptance, which makes these organizations especially

interesting for the general question of rationality.

Let me now turn to the concept of rationality, using some well known examples. I

would like to start with examples of collective action which operate under parallel

but contradictory conditions, that is, they operate in the explorative and the

exploitative mode simultaneously. The examples are production of technical norms

'under the shadow of law' (Japp 1997), shop floor activities versus central

corporatism (Streek ....) and so called 'multiple selves' in politics (Wiesenthal ....),

like esp. the German 'Greens'. Each of these examples, at least when you read

them as indicating distinctions, has one side which seems to be more flexible or

explorative than the other more rigid or exploitative side.

(1.) The private production of technical norms is communicated to be flexible in

comparison with state law. In turbulent, rapidly changing markets private

institutions like the German 'TUV or 'DIN' seem to be in better shape for

producing technical norms (e.g. norms for compatibility of computer software)

than slowly working regulatory institutions of the state, let alone legislative action.

Thus, private production of technical norms is considered to be flexible and

therefore rational. (2.) Shop floor adaptation to requirements of single plants in so-

called 'Betriebsbiindnissen' is estimated flexible as compared with a centralized

regulation of work schedules in corporatist systems. Even here, flexibility is

observed as rational. (3.) Being able to produce compromise, political pragmatism

is estimated flexible and therefore rational compared to political fundamentalism

that tends to solidify political opposition. All three descriptions overlook losses of

stability, that is, security of expectations versus variety.

Today, there seems to be a general preference for the flexible side. However,

this flexible side of the relevant distinction is a poor thing without its inflexible

counterpart. Looking at one side only can not be rational. (1.) Private production

of technical norms without the 'shadow of law' would be erratic. It would run into

the failure trap of unconstrained exploration and could not produce the expected

collective effects of technical compatibility, organizational compliance and
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internal consent. Therefore, it would not be rational. (2.) Shop floor adaptations

without central constraints set by centralized unions, esp. of the German type of

the so-called 'Einheitsgewerkschaft', would likewise be erratic. Shop floor

activists would walk into the same trap of underregulated flexibility. Without

centralized unions they simply would not have been able to produce collective

reductions of working hours as an answer to massive unemployment in the eighties

and leave many bargaining issues to the shop floor level simultaneously.

Therefore, they would hardly be characterized as rational. (3.) Political pragmatism

without constraints by some fundamental norms would be likewise erratic. The

wish to participate in political power in one faction of the German 'Greens'

without the opposing faction, which shows more compliance to political principles

of ecological issues, would have led to political facelessness much faster than it

actually has happened. Therefore, political pragmatism as such does not deserve

the title of 'rationality'. The failure-trap here returns in political terms.

How is system behavior tranformed from one-sidedness into a balancing

mode? This transformation may be imagined by learning from disappointment of

expectations. The systems could oscillate between exploration and exploitation, or

between failure traps and success traps because they experience that flexible

response and rigid conformity are both risky, that is, they produce ,post decisional

regret' (Harrison/March ...). After oscillating between these two extremes for some

time, the systems may get insight into the whole distinction between flexible

response and rigid conformity, that is, between exploration and exploitation or the

resprctive traps. In order to find a stable point, the systems have to transform

oscillating into a trade-off-relation between flexibility and stability. This can be

done by reflecting the difference through one of its poles, for instance stability.

Basically the difference between explorative and exploitative behavior will be

stabilized by internal asymmetry. The systems may use the pole of stability or

exploitation for internal asymmetry. In everyday terms they produce internal

preferences which allow operations, not only on one side, but with respect to the

whole distinction. The respective distinctions are handled by an internal

preference which refers to the whole distinction and not only one of its sides. The

latter case would be costly in unexpected ways and therefore a risk. Failure traps or
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success traps are both risky options. The overall effect can be seen as a relative

stability of expectations regarding the public production of technical norms, the

central regulation of incomes and the political priority of ecological preferences.

This is the case despite some built-in flexibility with respect to private interests

into technical variety, with respect to shopfloor variety and with respect to political

pragmatism. In other words, by applying the distinction of flexibility and stability

on itself, guided by an internal preference, the result leads to some kind of 'stable

flexibility' or exploitative exploration'. This I characterize as rational.

In the pertinent literature, flexibility is often associated with risky

consequences. On the other hand, flexibility is associated with 'rationality',

meaning that inflexibility is 'irrational'. I do not agree with these rather cloudy

ideas. Instead, I look at their sociological substance and do so by following the

constructivist 'logic of distinctions'. Given a relevant distinction, risk can be

defined basically as the use of only one side of the distinction. It is a risk being

enthusiastically flexible without looking at the loss of stability as some kind of

social costs (e.g. security). Or the other way around, it is a risk being utterly

conform to stability demands without looking at the loss of flexibility as some kind

of social costs (e.g. adaptation). March and Olsens terms of failure trap or success

trap based on either exploration or exploitation draw a good picture of these

dilemmas. However, it is normal to use such blind spots by overlooking the 'other

side of the coin'. At least it is a way to produce identity in a confusing world. But

it is possible to shift these blind spots into more sophisticated structures of action.

High-reliability systems point these configurations in a specific way, so that they

are to be treated beyond systems which can tolerate failures for some time and

which may learn from these failures a more complex behavior regarding basic

differences. All high-reliability organizations (nuclear energy reactors, air control

centers etc.) reproduce the till now used differences within the difference between

central and decentral operations (Hirschhorn 1993). Central operations correlate

with exploitation and decentral operations correlate with exploration. Because

organizations with catastrophic consequences of failure are not allowed to learn by

trial and error, they must anticipate failure. Empirical studies show (Roberts 1993),
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that they do this by re-entries, in operative terms by balancing central and

decentral activities. Balancing means, they rely on ,two tiers' and consensus with

qualification' in decision structures. Both cases display a difference between

central and decentral operations and an internal asymmetry by or preference for the

central components. This is a clear case of a re-entry of central and decentral

operations into central operations. The latter are used as internal asymmetry or

internal preference. All these subtle arrangements take place more in anticipation

than as a result of learning under the demanding pressure on avoiding failures with

catastrophic consequences. Rationality may be seen in the sophistication of

handling basic differences.

Sophisticated structures like these would be indications of operational

rationality. There is a long history of criticizing and deconstructing the concept of

normative rationality (e.g. Simon, March, Brunsson). In a very short manner it

leads from ideals of perfection (nature in the greek tradition) over optimizing

individual or collective goals (rational and social choice) to reducing it all to

satisficing rather modest aspirations (Neo-Institutionalism) and from there to the

simple effect of enabling action or decision-making under improbable conditions

(Brunsson/Luhmann). Under the conditions of modernity, claims on rationality

seem to be reduced to the avoidance of all forms of 'irrationality', indicated by the

reduction of communicative options. March and Olsens traps are vivid and basic

examples for these irrationalities. Beyond this no substantial reason of rationality

seems to be in use. Against this background, I expand the meaning of rationality to

empirical operations which may reduce risks. But first of all they improve

communication by avoiding fundamental constraints with respect to the growth of

options (v. Foerster ...). So we will talk about communicative operations which,

after all, can still be characterized as rational but on the basis that they primarily

avoid the communicative bottlenecks of risk-taking (Brunsson 1985). We will not

speak about how one should operate in order to be rational. Such a claim is beyond

scientific (sociological) descriptions in modern society. But it is not beyond

scientific descriptions to characterize rational operations as a class of operations

which probably reduces un-intended consequences of risk-taking behavior. This is

because of the simultaneity of higher operational complexity (Luhmann 1997) and
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the capability of taking risks under improbable conditions (Brunsson 1985) by

operations called re-entries.

In all cited cases the condition for rationality lies, firstly, in improving or enabling

further communication, i.e. technical-economic communication, labor market

communication, political communication and high-reliability communication. In

all cases a breakdown of communication is possible since there are incompatible

orientations, mainly flexible or explorative versus stable or exploitative

orientations, but the breakdown is avoided anyway. However, this fact in itself is

not rational since the causes enabling stable flexibility or flexible stability are to be

found elsewhere. They are to be found in the complementarity of the two sides of

the distinctions. And this may lead to rationality. Nevertheless, complementarity is

a poor term. It does not help to make clear how both sides of a strategic distinction

are handled in social communication without oscillating helplessly between both

sides, e.g. between fundamental and more pragmatic orientations in green politics.

Exactly this case, the oscillation from one side to another, is not well known

empirically and for this case, there have to be reasons. At first glance, these

reasons can be seen in straight forward preferences either for flexibility or for

rigidity in our case. Such preferences are strongly institutionalized empirically

(March/Olsen 1989). One could say, breaking the symmetry of the relevant

distinction by preference would help to avoid unproductive oscillation. But the

result would be, literally, one-sided operation again.

Asymmetry by preference, is necessary, but it is not sufficient, because you lose a

central criterion of rationality: grasping both sides of the distinction. How does

social communication produce such an effect of signifying the opposite sides of a

distinction, like, for example, political pragmatism and political fundamentalism? I

follow the argument that, for the sake of gaining rationality, the distinction has to

be re-introduced into itself. And you have to condition this re-introducing by a

preference for one of its sides. This means, re-introducing a distinction into itself is

possible only by reflecting it within one of its sides. This is no "analytical" trick,

but an observable, empirical fact in social communication. The political
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pragmatism of the 'Greens' is a collective preference not simply versus the other

side of political fundamentalism. The same applies to shop floor orientations

versus centralized unions. That would only be a one-sidedness although, in

everyday communication, it may seem just that way. Actually, political

pragmatism or shop floor orientation, is a collective preference versus the

difference of political pragmatism and political fundamentalism. The same applies

again to the case of technical norms and shop floor orientation. All these cases

express some kind of overall-preferences with respect to distinctions and not for

one or the other identity. Nowadays, such an overall-preference is the flexible

option. But this option would be in a kind of interdependence with the whole of the

distinction, you could say, in a trade-off-relation between both sides of the relevant

distinction, e.g. flexibility vs. stability, guided by one of its sides - probably

flexibility - as a preference. This kind of operation (a re-entry according to

Spencer Brown (1979)) allows handling both sides of the relevant distinction

simultaneously. This is possible only by breaking the symmetry between both sides

of a distinction by introducing an internal preference which appeals to one of the

sides and holds contact to both sides of the relevant distinction. This is a case of

controlling a strategic difference by constructing a preference which is itself under

the control of the difference. The preference is internal asymmetry.

Instead of intentional acts, communicative dynamics of social systems are

important. They operate by distinctions, produce complexity and cope with it.

They are forced to cope after reaching a point of inconvenient social costs by one-

sided (e.g. flexible versus stable) action and oscillating some time between the

sides of the distinction until learning that coming to terms with the unity of a

relevant distinction is the less costly way to proceed. That would be the case of

rationality, the case of reaching the whole distinction by breaking its symmetry

using one of its sides as overall-preference. With reference to the problem of

flexibility, e.g. in labor markets, a term like 'stable flexibility' at first glance looks

like a simple logical mistake, not worth any empirical investigation. In our terms,

'stable flexibility' is a result of re-entries, which allow communication between

the opposite sides: flexibility and stability. That is, they improve communication
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under improbable conditions, esp. contradictory conditions like central and

decentral demands in high-reliability organizations. And more important, they may

reduce risk by reflecting both sides of a relevant distinction without leaving the

operative context of that distinction for the sake of another distinction that would

produce the same problems. In short, these operations construct the observation of

interdependencies between privately generated technical norms and state law,

between shop floor and central activities in labor markets, between political

pragmatism and political fundamentalism and between central and decentral

acitivities in high-reliability organizations. In all cases, the construction is directed

by internal preferences which allow for some stability despite the necesssary

flexibility in turbulent environments. These operations block mere oscillation

between stability and flexibility and generate respective points of temporary

identity (Bechmann/Japp 1997). This could be viewed as rational.

Conclusions:

- In the temporal dimension of risk-taking, re-entries may be expressed as 'present

futures' or 'future presences'. These expressions indicate both: The irresolvable

uncertainty of any risk-taking, indicated by open futures, and its boundedness by

self-application of distinctions, e.g. projected futures from the background of a

known past.

- In the material dimension of risk-taking, re-entries may be expressed as 'stable

flexibility' or 'flexible stability'. Again, these expressions indicate both: The

irresolvable uncertainty of any risk-taking, indicted by open flexibilities, and its

boundedness by self-application of distinctions, e.g. flexibility and stability after

learning the respective costs of the single options.

- In the social dimension of risk-taking, re-entries may be expressed as 'pragmatic

dissent' or 'controversial pragmatism'. Again, these expressions indicate both: The

irresolvable uncertainty of any risk-taking, indicated by open dissent or
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controversies, and its boundedness by self-application of distinctions, e.g.

pragmatic agreements and irresolvable dissent.

Again, all three asymmetries represent re-entries. The built-in preferences simply

do not work without the subtleties of re-entries, at least when these processes are

described by sociologically informed observers. Who else should know that he or

she is operating on the basis of something called re-entries? In everyday life

communication, noone sees a thing like that since every observation has an in-built

bias for one side of a distinction. So rationality will stay latent as the operation of

re-entry. It may become manifest as legitimation of something else. For instance as

rational choice. In everyday life re-entries emerge as compromise. But

compromises conceal the relevant difference. In scientific life re-entries emerge as

mixed scanning (Etzioni). But mixed scanning displays a mix, not a difference.

And it is always a difference which makes a difference (Bateson ...). This remains

latent.
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